In this study, we give the practice of entropy in wind energy. Firstly, we fit marginal distributions to each of the variables and later demonstrate the notion of entropy to perform a comparison the wind energy data of the stations (Bursa, Elazığ, İstanbul, Muğla, Rize, Tokat, Van and Zonguldak) that have been examined in a period 2015-2018. The results of probability distribution fitting to these wind energy variables show that the wind energy time series of Bursa, Elazığ, İstanbul, Muğla, Rize, Tokat, Van and Zonguldak are best resubmitted by Gamma Burr and Lognormal distributions. Later, we calculate Shannon entropy for several various values, Tsallis entropy, Rényi entropy and the approximate entropy. We form calculation outcomes with these entropies for daily data.
Introduction
The past of the word entropy can be traced back to 1865 when the German physicist Rudolf Clausius tested to give a novel name to irreversible heat loss, what he beforehand called equivalent value. The word entropy was selected because in Greek, entropies average ingredient transformative or transformation ingredient [1] . [2] suggested a widening for the entropy, which characterizes the statistical properties of complicated structure. [3] determined the cumulative residual entropy, generalized measure of indefiniteness which applied in credibility and image placement and nonadditive measures of entropy. [4] suggested a new method of describing entropy of a system, which gives a common condition that is non-extensive like Tsallis entropy, but is linearly dependent on component entropies, as Rényi entropy, which is wide, checked it numerically with the Tsallis and Shannon entropies and demonstrated restriction on the energy spectra imposed by the features of the Lambert function, which are absent in the Shannon condition. [5] submitted an analysis of the wind features of four stations (Elazig-Maden, Elazig-Keban, Elazig, Elazig-Agin) that have been investigated period of 1998-2005, used the probabilistic distributions of wind speed which are a very important part of information requirement in the evaluation of wind energy potential, which have been traditionally defined by various empirical correlations and regarded a theoretical approach to the analytical description of wind speed distributions through application of the maximum entropy principle (MEP). [6] indicated the use of approximate entropy (ApEn), a model-independent measure of sequential irregularity, towards this aim, via a few different applications, both empirical data and model based, drafted cross ApEn, concerned two variable measure of asynchrony that ensured a more robust and ubiquitous measure of bivariate assimilation than does correlation, and the resultant containment to diversification strategies, and demonstrated analytic expressions for and statistical properties of ApEn and compare ApEn to nonlinear measures, correlation and spectral analyses, and different entropy measures. [7] indicated that new entropy has the same features than the Shannon entropy outside additive and given that this entropy function satisfies the Lesche and thermodynamic steadiness criteria. [8] considered an analysis of wind features of four stations (Elazig, Elazig-Maden, Elazig-Keban, and Elazig-Agin) period of 1998-2005, investigated the probabilistic distributions of wind speed which are a critical part of information required in the evaluation of wind energy potential, described by diversified empirical correlations, used Weibull distribution and the Maximum Entropy Principle and calculated the parameters of the distributions which were estimated using the least squares method and Statistica software. [9] proposed a new method of applying the basis of maximum entropy to revoke the risk neutral density of future stock, or any other asset, returns from European call and create prices. [10] investigated the effect of renewable energies and different environmental and economic variables on electricity prices in Spain, used knowledge actual concerning renewable energies which is limited so when tried to estimate the electricity price model through regression methods a dimensionality problem emerged and used the Maximum Entropy Econometric approach which considered estimating models, when information limited. [11] investigated the parameters associated with the computation of the Rényi entropy in order to further the comprehension of its practice to assessing wind energy estimating errors. [12] defined the market performance in foreign exchange (FX) markets by using the multi-scale approximate entropy (MApEn) to assess the randomness in FX market, allocated 17 daily FX rates in the periods 1984 to 2011, Southeast Asia currency crisis and American sub-prime crisis and submitted that the developed FX markets was more efficient than emerging FX markets, and that the financial crisis promotes the market efficiency in FX markets significantly, especially in emerging markets, like China, Hong Kong, Korea and African market. [13] submitted the impact of the liberalization process in the Spanish electricity market and the impact of RESE on domestic electricity prices and used a Maximum Entropy Econometric approximation is used that allows for the estimation, told that energy dependence also had an important effect on electricity prices. [14] proposed to use the exergy and entropy approach to improve the renewable energy systems and to use a link between entropy generation maximum principle and the exergy analysis of engineering and natural networks. [15] demonstrated the explication of entropy is the measure of indefiniteness concerning the system that maintains after observing its macroscopic properties (pressure, temperature or volume) in statistical mechanics. [16] considered the best significant features of Rényi divergence and Kullback-Leibler divergence, including convexity, continuity, limits of σ -algebras, and the relation of the special order 0 to the Gaussian dichotomy and contiguity and indicated how to generalize the Pythagorean inequality to orders various from 1. [17] investigated the wind speed data had been statistically examined usage Weibull distribution to find out wind energy conversion characteristics of Hatiya Island in Bangladesh, demonstrated two important parameters like Weibull shape factor and Weibull scale factor had been computed by four methods, find the probability density function f(x), cumulative distribution function or Weibull function F(x) had been used to describe the best wind distribution between observed and theoretically computed data. [18] used to study the complication of financial time series since the financial market was a complex evolved dynamic method and considered multi measure entropy in the complication of a time series and applied to the financial market. [19] obtained some integrated methods for modeling financial data and demonstrated solving determination making problems, based on risk theory and information theory, investigated several risk measures and entropy measures and crosschecked with respect to their analytical features and effectiveness in analysing real problems. [20] described a generalized cumulative remaining entropy based on the non-additive Tsallis entropy. [21] used entropy approach for volatility markets. [22] considered the effects of financial attacks on alien exchange (FX) markets, where entropy evolution was measured for varied exchange rates, using the time dependent complex entropy method. [23] submitted the applicability of Permutation Entropy based complication measure of a time series for finding of error in wind turbines, examined a set of electrical data from one faulty and one solid wind turbine using traditional Fast Fourier analysis in addition to Permutation Entropy analysis to compare the complication index of stage flows of the two turbines over time. [24] submitted focuses on detecting the fitness and accuracy of the fitted distribution function to the measured wind speed data for Baburband site in Sindh Pakistan and made to comparison between the wind energy densities obtained using the fitted functions based on Maximum Entropy Principle and Weibull distribution. [25] performed like this entropy measure on the time series of prices and volatilities of six financial markets on data sampled over period 1999 -2004 and indicated that the entropy of the volatility series depends on the individualistic market. [26] provided the weighted form of this measure with the Weighted Cumulative Residual Tsallis Entropy, reproduced ageing classes and shown that it can uniquely detect the survival function and Rayleigh distribution. In this study, the method of analytical determination of wind energy distributions, and based on entropy approach was used for regions (Bursa, Elazığ, İstanbul, Muğla, Rize, Tokat, Van and Zonguldak) over a period of 3 years.
Material and Method

The Shannon Entropy
The Shannon Entropy of probability measure p on finite set X is given by;
and 0ln 0 0  . Given a continuous probability distribution with a density function ( ) f x , we can define The Shannon Entropy;
and ( ) 0 f x  . The Shannon; in information theory applications, the answer is given by the asymptotic equipartition property; there is
such that sampling n times from p yields an element of T with probability 1    , and 0   as n  .
The Tsallis Entropy
For any positive real number  , the Tsallis Entropy of order  of probability measure p on finite set X is defined as
The characterization of the Tsallis entropy is the same as that of the Shannon entropy except that for the Tsallis entropy, the degree of homogeneity under convex linearity condition is  instead of 1.
Rényi Entropy
For   0,    , the Rényi entropy of order  is given by
 The scaling factor is conventional: it makes H  nonnegative for all  and ensures
where n u is the uniform distribution on an n-element set.
 The main property which the Rényi entropies have in common with Shannon entropy is additivity:
Interesting special cases;  For 0   , we obtain the max entropy , which is cardinality of the support of  :
 For    , we obtain the min entropy:
Results
Descriptive Statistics
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